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           10 x 10 ft. Flex-Bow Deluxe Canvas Camping Tent    
     T.H.  (Zanesville, OH)   
    
 Love this tent Love this tent had been 100% waterproof and hold up very well in storms would definitely purchase it again
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           8.5 x 6 ft. Flex-Bow VX Canvas Camping Tent    
       Ken K.  (Longmont, CO)   
    
 Most excellent tent!! Very easy to set up. Water and snow stay out.  Easily handles a cot. Love it.
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           Cover Top Accessory    
       Jason F.  (Chandler, AZ)   
    
 What a tent Got the 10x14 flex, ground tarp, floor tarp, top cover and vestibule. I couldn’t be happier with any of these products. All worked flawlessly. The materials and craftsmanship are quality and worth the cost. The tent went up quite easily by myself. But will be a breeze with two people. I didn’t put the top cover on or the vestibule before I started taking “I love it” pictures. Sorry.
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           10 x 14 ft. Flex-Bow VX Canvas Camping Tent    
       Joseph N.  (Bend, OR)   
    
 Best Tent Ever Long time outdoorsman, hunter, camper. The single best camping purchase I have ever made. The wife and I no longer have to crawl, crouch, etc... and we don't have to spend hours setting it up. Easy up, easy down, comfortable, warm. Beautiful!!


Couldn't be happier. Singing Kodiak's praises...
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           10 x 10 ft. Flex-Bow VX Canvas Camping Tent    
     Yuriy P.  (Toronto, ON)   
    
 Great base hunting Tent. It is very good camping tent. I was under wind, snow, rain, sun, and lightnings. It was ok. Only fron porch flapp gets a lot of water very fast to the point that must to go somewhere, alo sagging on the middle. So good tent, permanent shelter for hunting trips in Ontario Canada 🇨🇦.
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 Yuriy,


Thanks for the great review! One pro-tip on the front awning. If you're expecting rain (or if it's already raining), drop one corner awning pole down at an angle so the rain can run off the awning.
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